
Chapter 15 – ACT 3 – Stalag Luft III [v8] 

The Second World War witnessed the most massive aerial warfare in the European theatre that 

the world had ever seen. Thousands of operations were flown by the Allied Forces over Europe 

and aircraft were shot down progressively at greater and greater frequency as the war progressed 

and the raids increased. The majority of aircrew survivors who were taken prisoner in the earlier 

part of the war shared camps with the Army and the Navy prisoners, but as losses increased the 

German authorities decided to isolate the Air Force prisoners in a separate camp guarded by men 

of the Luftwaffe. 

Germany was a signatory of the Geneva Convention of 1929, which prescribed humane 

treatment for prisoners of war (POWs).  However, there were many failures to abide by the 

convention's provisions and marked differences in treatment of POWs and in living conditions at 

German World War II camps. Officers in at least one camp controlled by German air force 

personnel at times found camaraderie existed among flyers of the warring nations. They received 

reasonably humane treatment, including distribution of recreational equipment, some medical 

and dental care, and delivery of mail and Red Cross food parcels. But conditions in some other 

officer camps fell below this level. Enlisted AAF POWs often faced the harshest conditions, such 

as shortages of food and water, no medical care, no mail or clothing distribution, and brutal 

treatment by guards. By late 1944, as the war progressed and conditions in Germany 

deteriorated, the plight of all POWs had worsened, sometimes almost to starvation. Fortunately 

at war's end, most of these AAF POWs returned home, often bitter, but safe at last. 

In 1941, at the direction of Herman Goering, an even bigger camp for Allied Officer airmen was 

built adjacent to Stalag VIII C to the east. This was Stalag Luft III.  It was not long before it was 

filled with young men with a zest for life, and escape activities soon reached a scale which was 

hardly ever equaled by any other camp in Germany. Eventually this camp held several thousand 

RAF officers and aircrew, and increasingly as time went on, many American Air Force personnel 

were brought here too. Literally hundreds of tunnels were built from the first camp in the East 

Compound, most of which were discovered long before they were brought to fruition. Almost 

every individual in the whole camp was involved, and this stage of affairs continued right to the 

end of the war, or certainly until mid-1944 when the Germans decided no longer to honor the 

terms of the Geneva Convention and instead adopted a ruthless and illegal policy of shooting 

almost without exception all re-captured POWs. At this point escaping was essentially brought to 

an end. 

________________________________ 

 

When the “forty and 8” doors slid open, the POWs found themselves in German territory 

now known as Sagan, Poland.   



 

Stalag Luft III was located 100 miles southeast of Berlin in what is now Poland. The POW 

camp was one of six operated by the Luftwaffe for downed British and American airmen. 

Compared to other prisoner of war camps throughout the Axis world, it was a model of 

civilized internment. While the Geneva Convention of 1929 on the treatment of prisoners 

of war was complied with as much as possible, it was still war, still prison, and still grim. 

With a madman on top, there was the ever-present threat that authority above the 

Luftwaffe could change things on a whim. Kriegies always knew that they were living on the 

razor's edge.  

                            

The camp was located  ½ mile south of the Sagan railway station and the POWs were most 

likely marched there under armed guard.  The remains of the camp are still very visible 

today from space as shown in these 1943 overlay maps and reconnaissance photos. 

                 

 

With excerpts from Rob Davis’ The Great 

Escape 



      

 

  

 

 

George was photographed, fingerprinted, given prisoner number 4968. When he arrived in late 

May or early June he would have been assigned to the American South Compound since the 

West Compound had not yet been occupied.  POW personal records and I.D. cards were 

carefully kept up-to-date by the Germans. In addition to name, rank, serial number, home 

address, age, religion, and date and place of capture, they included camps in which the POW was 

confined, illnesses, escape attempts, and a complete physical description.   

From the “Baracke” (hut) number on this ID card which was to be carried at all times, it appears 

George was moved to the West Compound along with the other American officers to hut 171 

room 8.   There were eight 10X12 foot rooms in each hut. The rooms had small wood or coal 

burning heaters and triple bunks sleeping12 to 15 men.   

The camp had six compounds, one of 

which was for German military 

personnel ("com" on the next map). 

The East Compound (British) was first 

occupied March 21, 1942. The Center 

Compound on April 11, 1942. First with 

British sergeants and later in 1942 

with Americans. The North Compound 

(British) was opened on March 29, 

1943. The South Compound 

(Americans) in September 1943 and 

finally the West Compound 

(Americans) in July 1944. 



                                                                               

                                                                                                                     

                                             

 

 

 



  

 

              

As he walked to his new home for the next eight months his surroundings became vividly clear. 

Baracke 171 

Raum 8 



   

                                                          

 

 

                                                                      

 

  

Double barbed-wire fences, similar to this one 

photographed before and after the war, separated the 

five grim, gray compounds of Stalag Luft III.  They were 

patrolled by foot soldiers and guards on motorcycles. 

Room 3, Block 133 in South 

Compound. A typical room setup 

with four triple-deck bunks.  

 

Photo of Stalag Luft III taken by U.S. P-

51 reconnaissance plane. Compounds from 

right to left are: East, Center, German 

garrison, North and South separated by 

open space, both flanked by West. 

Photograph taken after the Great Escape 

in March 1944. The tunnel exit for the 

escape is visible as a light spot across the 

road north of the North Compound 

(indicated by the arrow).  

 

 

The only  bunk 

room  heat fed 

by a few lumps 

of coal per day. 

 

 
 

 
 



 

            

                       

Kriegies take exercise walking the circuit, a path 

beaten around the perimeter of the compound, 

just inside the warning rail placed ten yards 

inside the barbed-wire fence.  

 

When the coal ran out the 

Germans loaned the prisoners an 

unwieldy stump puller that took 

ten men to operate.  At times, 

this was their only source of fuel. 

 



                                                            

 

 

From the Book, Masters of the Air –  

Time was the enemy of every kriegie. "Each day was born to be killed, a slow, agonizing 

process," wrote a POW. In a diary he kept throughout his two-year confinement at Barth, 

Fortress pilot Francis "Budd" Gerald endowed "the wire" [there he penned him in with human 

characteristics], "a silent, stern tyrant. [It] is barbed - there are eerily 8,369 barbs in his 

stark perimeter in front of our barracks, I have counted them. We all count them, often. 

There used to be 8,370 barbs, but recently one has rusted and fallen off.  This was quite an 

event.” 

"You can cheat “the wire”—but not for long…. You Can turn your back to him and escape 

him by building a picture frame out of a tin can, or doing your weekly wash, or 

scribbling out a poem, but when you look up again, he is there ... blocking every dream, 

every plan, every vain soaring of enthusiasm …." 

A persistent reminder of the prisoners helplessness, "the wire" drove a number of men 

over the brink - ''barbed wire disease," as the kriegies called it. Its most conspicuous 

symptom was a "demoralizing melancholia." a. feeling of being hopelessly trapped- In its 

more pernicious form it devolved into a "captivity psychosis" that left a victim unable to 

concentrate or even remember his name. Afflicted men became apathetic and inattentive 

and would spend entire days in their bunks vacantly staring at the walls. Others fell from 

listlessness into a paralyzing depression, unable to talk or even, communicate with their 

hands.  

Eventually the camp grew to 

approximately 60 acres (24 ha) 

in size and eventually housed 

about 2,500 Royal Air Force 

officers, about 7,500 U.S. 

Army Air Forces, and about 

900 officers from other Allied 

air forces, for a total of 

10,949 inmates, including some 

support officers. 



The inherent uncertainty of POW confinement aggravated the condition. Unlike most 

criminals in a civilian prison, kriegies never knew when they would be freed, if at all. This 

led some grievously sick men to prefer death to continued confinement.  On a rare summer 

night when the prisoners' windows were left open, John Vielor and a friend saw a 

bombardier crawl out of his barracks and make a suicidal rush for the wire. "A few 

seconds later we heard a shot and the subdued snarling of a dog.... In a minute a blinding 

glare of searchlight swept the area,... Ten feet away was the prostrate body of a wounded 

prisoner. Standing over him was a growling Alsatian and a stocky guard still holding his 

pistol." 

At night, in the fetid combines, it was impossible to distinguish the anguished cries of men 

with barbed wire disease from those of men haunted by night dreams: visions of exploding 

planes, flaming parachutes, and baked bodies. "One night I heard a. man call out, 'Waist 

gunner to pilot.,, Joe's been hit hard. Dear God, he's been shot in half,” wrote Richard 

Hoffman in his searing prison memoir, "There was silence, then muffled sobs." 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

The following Declassified Intelligence Reports on the POW camps in Germany that were 

released many years after the war are very descriptive of the day to day life as told by 

former prisoners. 
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Kriegies playing hockey near camp 

buildings. 

 

The now legendary Fourth of July celebration 

of 1944 must have been a pleasant surprise to 

the newly arrived “Krieges”.  Is it possible 

that a cleaned up George Hofmann was in this 

photo? 
 

 



                                 The officer airmen who were POWs in the German camps at Stalag 

Luft III arrived there through an accident of war.  They varied widely in age, military 

rank, education, and family background, but had several common experiences:  

They all volunteered to go to war as airmen. 

They all managed successfully to complete flying training. 

They all entered into combat flying in airplanes. 

They all were survivors of a traumatic catastrophe in the air. 

This unique selection process seemed to give these men some common characteristics.  

They had an uncommon love of country and a loyalty to each other.  They were very 

resourceful and applied great skill to improve their living conditions and to conduct escape 

and other clandestine activities.  They indeed became a band of brothers. 

In retrospect, most later acknowledged that their experience as prisoners was not simply 

an unpleasant waste of time but that they came out of it with, among other things, a 

clearer sense of values, a strengthened love of country, improved leadership skills, and an 

improved ability to live in harmony with others under difficult circumstances. 

  

One of the lighter moments took place in the camp almost every day – “appel, or roll call.” 

 

 

 

 

Keeping track of 10,000 prisoners twice a day -- 

more often after an escape -- was a daunting task 

for the Germans. They constantly struggled to 

match their count with the roster. Being counted 

twice, or not at all, was a skill some Kriegies 

developed to an art to confound, confuse, or just 

annoy the counters. 

 

 

This formal photo of the entire 

Kriegie staff of South Camp 

taken by the Germans during the 

summer of 1944 shows all in 

fresh summer tan uniforms 

furnished by the Red Cross. 

 



 

 

____________________________ 

   

 

 

 

Captured American fliers pose for a 

snapshot in a prison camp somewhere in 

Germany. Second Lieut. A. L. Graham Jr. 

of the Air Forces, who was shot down 

over Europe on Nov. 9, 1942, sent this 

picture to his mother, Mrs. Pearl Graham 

of Floyd, Va., stitched to the inside of a 

letter. Graham sits third from left with 

his back against building. His letter, 

dated Jan. 19, follows: "Dear Mother, 

Just a few lines to let you know I am well 

and getting along fine. Attached to this 

letter is a picture of a group of us 

Americans taken outside of our barracks. 

I am learning to ice skate on an ice-

skating rink we have fixed up inside our 

compound. Ice skating, attending a few 

lectures and sleeping, just about 

dominates our time here in camp . Mama, 

is my allotment still coming in every 

month? If so, how much do I have in the 

bank now? You can send a food parcel 

every three weeks; send such things as 

oatmeal, cocoa, chocolate bars, tinned 

meat and stuff to make puddings.  

 

 

 



In clothing parcel send me a pair of pants, shirt , socks, undershirts and shorts, 

toothpaste and brush. Contact the post office and they will give you information on 

sending parcels. Love. A.L. Graham Jr., 2nd Lt. U.S.A.A.F." As officer-prisoners, Lieut. 

Graham and companions could not be required to work under the terms of the Geneva 

Conventions to which the U.S. and Germany were signators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

POWs line up for their weekly cold shower and cleanup in the morning at the communal sinks in the 

wash house. 

_________________________________________ 

 



               

 

The German garrison of Stalag Luft 

III was composed of non-flying Luftwaffe officers and 

enlisted personnel who were generally not qualified for 

frontline duty. Many of the guards were old and uneducated. 

Some had been wounded in combat and wore the patches of 

famous battles on the Eastern Front against Russia. For the 

enlisted men, guarding prisoners was probably regarded as 

better than duty in the East, but for the officers it must 

have been one of the least desired assignments. Some 

officers and men of the camp's garrison were genuinely hated 

by the prisoners. Most of the others tried to be decent to 

the POWs, often under difficult circumstances and the threat of severe punishment if 

they were caught doing anything that could be considered contrary to Germany's war 

effort. This general feeling of mutual respect continued after the war when former captor 

and  POWs met at various social events. 

GOON BOX (watercolour by Geoffrey 

Willatt and reproduced from his book 

BOMBS AND BARBED WIRE 



Germans were universally known as "Goons", a nickname which puzzled them.  (When asked, 

a captured officer said that it stood for "German officer or Non-Com".) The tall sentry 

watch platforms which mounted searchlights and machine-guns were therefore "Goon 

Boxes", and annoying the guards was "Goon Baiting".  Whilst the guards were not the 

cream of the Luftwaffe, they unhesitatingly shot first and asked questions afterwards if 

any prisoner was rash enough to stray over the knee-high warning wire, and then fail to 

surrender if challenged.  Some were undoubtedly trigger-happy and records hold 

correspondence to the Kommandant reporting cases of unnecessary use of firearms. 

It must be made clear that the German Luftwaffe, who were responsible for Air Force 

prisoners of war, maintained a degree of professional respect 

for fellow flyers, and the general attitude of the camp security 

officers and guards should not be confused with the SS or 

Gestapo.  The Luftwaffe treated the POWs well, despite an 

erratic and inconsistent supply of food. 

Prisoners were handled quite fairly within the Geneva 

Convention, and the Kommandant, Oberst (Colonel) Friedrich-

Wilhelm von Lindeiner-Wildau (left), was a professional and 

honourable soldier who won the respect of the senior prisoners. 

He was 61 when the camp opened in May 1942, a capable, 

educated man who spoke good English.  Having joined the army 

in 1908, and after being wounded three times in WW1, winning 

two Iron Cross awards, he left in 1919 and worked in several civilian posts, meanwhile 

marrying a Dutch baroness, whilst trying to steer clear of Nazi politics.  Eventually he 

joined the Luftwaffe (the least Nazified of the three German forces) in 1937 as one of 

Goering’s personal staff.  Refused retirement, he found himself posted as Sagan 

Kommandant, with Major Gustav Simoleit as deputy.  The first Kommandant, Colonel 

Stephani, had been quickly replaced when found to be unsuited to the task. 

Security was strict, but life was not intolerable, except for those for whom was a restless 

itch...  this was reckoned to be just 25 percent of the camp population, and only 5% of 

those were considered to be dedicated escapers.  The others would, however, work in 

support of any escape attempts.   

After several major expansions, Luft III eventually grew to hold 10,000 PoWs; it had a 

size of 59 acres, with 5 miles of perimeter fencing. 



  

        

 

 

Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm Von Lindeiner, 

Commandant, Stalag Luft III from its opening in 

April 1942 until he was relieved of command 

after the Great Escape in March 1944. Colonel 

Arthur Durand (author of Stalag Luft III: The 

Secret Story) found Von Lindeiner's memoirs in 

the German archives at Freiburg, Germany, and 

The Friends of the Air Force Academy Library 

received permission to translate them into 

English for limited use. Their 300 pages tell a 

priceless story of Von Lindeiner's views as 

commander of a POW camp and about his 

unhappy confinement by the British for two 

years after the war.  

 

Major Gustav Simoleit (the center figure) was the Deputy Commandant and had 

been a professor of history in civilian life. He was a decent man and quite proper in 

his dealings with prisoners. He was the Deputy Commandant for the full 33 months 

of Stalag Luft III's existence and later served as the Commandant at Stalag VIIA, 

Moosburg. He surrendered the camp to American forces on April 29, 1945.  

 



  

 

 

        

This clandestine photograph shows the German 

officer in charge of South Camp, Hauptmann 

Galodovich, rendering the Nazi salute. This salute 

was required on Hitler's orders for all military 

personnel after the July 1944 assassination 

attempt on his life.  

 
Gottlob Berger (16 July 1896 – 5 January 1975) was a 

German Nazi who held the rank of Obergruppenführer during 

World War II and was later convicted of war crimes. In 1939, 

he was Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler's main recruiting 

officer. From 1940, he was Chief of Staff for the Waffen-SS 

and head of SS-Hauptamt (English: SS main office). 

He was born at Gerstetten, Württemberg. Berger volunteered 

for Army service at the beginning of World War I and rose to 

the rank of first lieutenant in the infantry by the time of his 

discharge in 1919. He received several wounds and 

decorations of the iron cross first and second class. After 

joining the Nazi Party in 1922, he became a member of the SA 

and entered SS service in 1936. He achieved the rank of major 

in the reserve by 1938, but his initial rank upon entering the 

SS was colonel, based upon his SA service through 1933. 

Nazi organizational efforts - He was a co-author of Heinrich 

Himmler's pamphlet Der Untermensch, and also promoted the 

pamphlet Mit Schwert und Wiege (With Sword and Cradle) for 

the recruitment of non-Germans. He was the father-in-law of 

SS-Sturmbannführer Karl Leib, the head of the Norwegian 

recruitment office at Drammensveien, Oslo. In SS ranks, he 

was known as one of Himmler's "Twelve Apostles" and was 

nicknamed "der Allmaechtige Gottlob"—"the Almighty 

Gottlob" (a play on "The almighty God", as "Gott" is the 

German word for "God"). His organizational abilities 

contributed to the amazing expansion of the Waffen-SS in 

World War II, but he also became ensnared in typical in-

fighting among the SS hierarchy. 

He ran the main SS office in Berlin from 1940 and was 

involved in liaising with the so called 'Eastern Territories'. In 

August 1944, he was sent to deal with an uprising in Slovakia 

and immediately after this was put in control of all prisoner of 

war camps. Upon the establishment of the Volkssturm in 1944 

Berger was appointed one of two Chiefs of Staff along with 

Helmuth Friedrichs.  
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Berger claimed that it was in fact the Germans' duty under the Geneva Convention to remove 

POWs from a potential combat zone, as long as it did not put their lives in even greater danger. 

He also claimed that the rapid advance of the Red Army had surprised the Germans, who had 

planned to transport the POWs by train. He claimed that he had protested about the decision, 

made by Hitler, according to him, but he was "without power or authority to countermand or 

avoid the order". The case failed due to these claims and the lack of eyewitness evidence—most 

ex-POWs were completely unaware of the trial taking place. 

He was however convicted in 1949 for his role in the genocide of European Jews and sentenced 

to 25 years in prison. The sentence was reduced to 10 years in 1951 because of his refusal to kill 

The Prominente in Oflag IV-C at Colditz Castle, despite direct orders from Adolf Hitler. He had 

helped these prisoners escape by moving them to Bavaria and then onto Austria where he met up 

with them twice before they were returned to American forces. He claimed that he had saved the 

Prominente as Ernst Kaltenbrunner (head of the RSHA) had sent a group of extremists to try to 

kill them.  

SS General Gottlob Berger was in charge of all POWs in Germany during the last two years of the 

war. There were over seven million of them and most were Russians. His boss was the dreaded 

Heinrich Himmler. Records show that Berger did little to prevent the death by neglect of several 

million Russian prisoners, but he worked hard to shield the Western Allies' prisoners from the 

excesses of his own Waffen SS Organization. He was involved in the operation that plucked Brig. 

Gen. Arthur Vanaman and then Colonel Delmar Spivey out of the column of POWs evacuating 

Stalag Luft III at the end of January 1945 and took them to Berlin. Spivey and Vanaman got 

Berger to allow trucks bearing food for the POWs to enter Germany from Switzerland during the 

last few months of the war. This food probably saved many POWs from starvation. In return, 

Spivey later wrote a letter to the Nuremberg trial authorities on Berger's behalf that probably saved 

him from the gallows.  

 
Defendants of the Ministries Trial sit in the dock at 

Nuremberg. Gottlob Berger is sitting on the second row, 

second from left. 

After the war, he was arrested and put on trial in the 

Ministries Trial in 1947. In 1949, there was an attempt to 

assign blame for the POW death marches against Berger 

and the indictment read: 

that between September 1944 and May 1945, hundreds of 

thousands of American and Allied prisoners of war were 

compelled to undertake forced marches in severe weather 

without adequate rest, shelter, food, clothing and medical 

supplies; and that such forced marches, conducted under 

the authority of the defendant Berger, chief of Prisoner-

of-War Affairs, resulted in great privation and deaths to 

many thousands of prisoners. 

 



After the war, he claimed that Hitler had wanted more shootings of prisoners and more 

punishments, but that he had resisted this. In 1948, Berger gave details to an American judge in 

Nuremberg of Hitler's plans to hold 35,000 Allied prisoners hostage in a "last redoubt" in the 

Bavarian mountains. If a peace deal was not forthcoming, Hitler had ordered that the hostages 

were to be executed. Berger claimed that on 22 April 1945, Hitler had signed orders to this effect 

and these were passed to him by Eva Braun but he decided to stall and not carry out the order.  

After World War II, Berger also claimed that there was a plan, proposed by the Luftwaffe and 

approved by Hitler, to set up special POW camps for British and American airmen in the center 

of large German cities to act as human shields against Allied bombing raids. Berger realized that 

this would contravene the Geneva Convention and argued that there was not enough barbed 

wire—as a result this plan was not implemented.  

After his release from prison in 1951, he worked on the staff of the right-wing journal Nation 

Europa based in Coburg, and died on 5 January 1975 in his city of birth. 

________________________________ 

Two months before George arrived at Stalag Luft III, 

‘The Great Escape’ of March 1944 triggered a tragically 

severe reaction from the Germans. The diversion from 

Germany's desperate war effort necessary to recapture 

the 76 men who got away through the escape tunnel 

reached Hitler's personal attention and he ordered 50 of the recaptured men to be shot. 

After this event, escape became more dangerous but attempts continued. In the confusion 

in Germany as the end of the war approached, especially after the Stalag Luft III Kriegies 

reached Moosburg, escape became easier and less dangerous. When it became obvious that 

the end was near, even the most ardent advocates of escaping decided to wait it out. 

Newcomers to the camp had to be personally vouched for by two existing POWs who knew 

them by sight.  As the numbers of airmen increased, this became essential as it was not 

unknown for the Germans to introduce infiltrators in an attempt to spy on camp operations 

and escape attempts.  Such infiltrators were known as "stool pigeons".  Any newcomer who 

could not summon two men who knew him had to suffer the indignity of a heavy 

interrogation by senior officer POWs.  Also, he was assigned a rota of men who had to 

escort him at all times, until he was deemed to be genuine.  Any stool pigeons were quickly 

discovered and there is no evidence to suggest that infiltrators operated successfully at 

Luft III. 

One newcomer was given the standard advice to "completely ignore anything you see which 

is out of the ordinary" and having been vouched for, left the hut where the interview had 
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been held, jumped down the steps outside and promptly collapsed up to his waist in a 

tunnel. 

Letters were censored both at the sending and receiving ends.  POWs were not restricted 

in how many they could receive, but were only allowed to send three letters and four 

postcards every month.   Letters averaged three weeks to arrive from Canada, four from 

the UK and five from the USA.  

Several POWs established means of exchanging coded messages with their relatives, via 

the Red Cross mail system.  Such letters, which were heavily censored by the Germans, 

were invariably weeks in transit, but provided valuable information to the War Office.  

This coding was usually a pre-arranged method agreed between an airman and his wife, 

girlfriend or relative, such as taking every 9th word, or similar method. 

                      

______________________________ 



                                                                                                                                 

 

 

involuntary guests of the Third Reich, and the Crown was casting about for ways and 

means to facilitate their escape. 

Now obviously, one of the most helpful aids to that end is a useful and accurate map, one 

showing not only where stuff was, but also showing the locations of 'safe houses' where a 

ROW on-the-lam could go for food and shelter. 

Paper maps had some real drawbacks — they make a lot of noise when you open and fold 

them, they wear out rapidly, and if they get wet, they turn into mush. 

Someone in MI-5 (similar to America's OSS) got the idea of printing escape maps on silk. 

It's durable, can be scrunched-up into tiny wads, and unfolded as many times as needed, 

and makes no noise whatsoever. 

At that time, there was only one manufacturer in Great Britain that had perfected the 

technology of printing on silk, and that was John Waddington, Ltd. When approached by 

the government, the firm was only too happy to do its bit for the war effort. 

By pure coincidence, Waddington was also the U.K. Licensee for the popular American 

board game, Monopoly. As it happened, 'games and pastimes' was a category of item 

qualified for insertion into 'CARE packages', dispatched by the International Red Cross to 

prisoners of war. 

Under the strictest of secrecy, in a securely guarded and inaccessible old workshop on the 

grounds of Waddington's, a group of sworn-to-secrecy employees began mass-producing 

escape maps, keyed to each region of Germany or Italy where Allied ROW camps were 

regional system). When processed, these maps could be folded into such tiny dots that 

they would actually fit inside a Monopoly playing piece. 

As long as they were at it, the clever workmen at Waddington's also managed to add: 

1. A playing token, containing a small magnetic compass 

2. A two-part metal file that could easily be screwed together 

The “Secret” Game of Monopoly            

Starting in 1941, an increasing number of 

British Airmen found themselves as the  



3. Useful amounts of genuine high-denomination German, Italian, and French currency, 

hidden within the piles of Monopoly money. 

British and American air crews were advised, before taking off on their first mission, how 

to identify a 'rigged' Monopoly set — by means of a tiny red dot, one cleverly rigged to 

look like an ordinary printing glitch, located in the corner of the Free Parking square. 

Of the estimated 35,000 Allied ROWS who successfully escaped, an estimated one-third 

were aided in their flight by the rigged Monopoly sets. Everyone who did so was sworn to 

secrecy indefinitely, since the British Government might want to use this highly successful 

ruse in still another, future war. The story wasn't declassified until 2007, when the 

surviving craftsmen from Waddington's, as well as the firm itself, were finally honored in 

a public ceremony. 

It's always nice when you can play that 'Get Out of Jail' Free' card! 

(For the complete story see Appendix D – Get Out of Jail Free: Monopoly’s Hidden Maps 

by Ki Mae Heussner). 

___________________________ 

 

Other clever schemes also concealed maps and aids to escape as seen in the deck of cards. 

                          

 

 

 



 

         

                                                                                 A Kreige manufactured compass  

 

The game of cat and mouse is clear from the transcript of announcements made the 

ranking POW and the camp Commandant:    

 

Escape Policy 

[Loudspeaker] “Notice from Lt Col A. P. Clark to all POWs, Sagan, Germany, South 

Compound, concerning escape policy, January, 1944.” 

 

[Gen Clark] “The aims of our escape policies are to assist the war effort by getting 

the prisoners of war home, by forcing Germans to maintain large local garrisons, and 

by involving German personnel communications and transportation facilities in the 

recapture of escaped prisoners of war.” 

[Commandant von Lindeiner-Wildau] “An escape of more than four men was 

considered a mass escape and resulted in a countrywide alarm of all police stations 

and other units involved in camp security. At least 42 telegrams aside from the 

telephone notifications had to be sent to all departments involved in security within 

Germany and corresponding units involved in border-guarding.” 

Assorted Luftwaffe insignia made by 

prisoners. The belt buckle was worn by 

enlisted men when under arms. It was 

often copied in the POW camps using 

lead solder from tin cans.  

 



The German guards specialising in escape detection were known as 

'Ferrets' and could enter the compound at any time and search any hut 

without warning.  Equipped with metal probes, they searched for the 

bright yellow sand 

indicating that a tunnel was 

in progress, or an English-

speaking ferret would lie 

concealed under a hut 

listening for careless talk.  

Their most active, unpredictable and 

generally dangerous member, Gefreiter 

(Corporal) Greise, was known as 

'Rubberneck'. 

From documents held at the Public Records 

Office, Kew, London, there is evidence to suggest that when a tunnel was detected by the 

guards or ferrets, it was allowed to continue without intervention until it appeared to be 

near completion.  Then, the ferrets would pounce, driving heavy trucks around the 

compound to collapse the tunnels and galleries. 

The “ferret story” is one I still vividly remember my father telling as he always 

laughed when he told it.  Apparently one of the ferrets jobs was to crawl under the 

barracks looking for tunnels or escape hatches.  On one occasion while the German 

soldier was under the barracks the POWs went back inside and began jumping up 

and down on the floor boards as hard as they could.  The noise must have been 

deafening but the site of the soldier covered in the dust and filth that fell out 

from under the floor boards because of the pounding was an hysterical moment for 

the POWs.  It probably was also the last time a ferret crawled under an occupied 

barracks. 

_________________________ 

After the war the Commandant of Stalag Luft III would write in his memoirs –  

 [Col von Lindeiner-Wildau] “We soon discovered that to house the intrepid young 

airmen of the Allied powers at Sagan, a more unsuitable location could not have 

been found. The camp was located about ¾ of a mile south of the Sagan train 

station; we saw hundreds of trains daily going to all directions of the compass. The 

camp was bordered on the east, south, and southwest by extensive forests. The 

 



ground was excellently suited for underground tunneling. In the course of time the 

POWs reached a mastery of tunneling which was unexcelled. The flyers were all 

between 21 and 30 years old; only a few staff members were a little bit older. As 

flyers they had been trained well, physically as well as mentally. ” 

___________________________ 

   

 

 

 

___________________________ 

  Food was always very close to a prisoner's heart. Germany, involved in 

a total war, had difficulties enough feeding its own people. Feeding POWs was well down on 

the list of priorities. The German POW rations were insufficient to sustain health and 

failed to meet the requirements of the Geneva Convention. The recommended intake for a 

normal healthy active man is 3,000 calories; German rations allowed between 1,500 and 

1,900.  Had the International Red Cross not shipped food parcels to all Allied POW camps 

except to the Russians, serious malnutrition would have been common. The Red Cross offer 

to feed the Russian POWs was spurned by Stalin.  

Issued with little more than starvation rations, food parcels sent by relatives, despite 

being regularly stolen by the many hands through which they passed, were essential.  It 

should be borne in mind that the guards themselves were not much better off than the 

prisoners, in terms of food.  On average, one parcel per week per man was provided. 

Sergeant-Major Hermann Glemnitz was the senior noncommissioned 

officer on the security staff and was responsible for preventing escape. 

He was an older man, had been a pilot in World War I, and would have been 

a fine senior NCO in anyone's air force. Although he was universally 

respected, he was no one to trifle with. He found many escape tunnels 

being dug out of the six compounds. In fact, he only missed three including 

the Great Escape tunnel. 

 

The “cooler” where 

many POWs and 

returned escapees 

were placed in solitary 

confinement. 



The receipt of the Red Cross food parcels suffered from the uncertainties of the wartime rail 

service in Germany and the caprice of the Germans who would withhold delivery of the food as 

group punishment.  

The rule in most of the camps was that both "individual" (for a named person, sent and paid for 

by relatives and containing a mixture of goods) and "bulk" parcels (for general distribution, sent 

and paid for by the International Red Cross, and containing a supply of a single item) were 

pooled.  Thus, replacement clothing, shaving and washing kit, coffee, tea, tinned meat, jam, 

sugar and essentials were distributed equally.  

Kriegies stashed food for special occasions. A few spoons of British cocoa here or a few lumps 

of sugar there all went into a special reserve for what the Kriegies called a bash. Loosely 

speaking a bash was the Kriegies' way of celebrating a special event, perhaps the Fourth of July, 

Christmas, or even a birthday. Its ingredients had been saved laboriously for months. It was a 

feast. 

                                                                    

                

 

 

 

 

This photo of the 

Kriegies cooking on the 

small coal stove 

illustrates the problem 

facing a barracks of 150 

to 200 men seeking to 

prepare a hot meal once a 

day. The stove was in use 

almost around the clock.  

 

A laborer, probably French, filling a typical 

German pressure cooker for soup. Soup and 

bread were the main staples of the German 

rations. Both, for POWs, were poor quality.  

 

 

 



John Wranesh: “The main diet was potatoes, dehydrated cabbage once hydrated, 

thin soups with slivers of some form of meat, ersatz coffee, and dark bread. The 

bread was something else - very heavy with a "saw dust filler" and many times there 

were hard pieces that would grind on your teeth. The cutting of the bread was done 

ceremoniously with everyone watching. Scotty Lowe was the cutter, he had a knack 

for sharpening knives on stones, bricks, or other hard substances and he could cut 

to meet the 1/8" thick tolerance per slice. There could be no waste and he always 

had an audience.” 

 

 

 

 

 

John Wranesh:  “The American Red Cross provided parcels for POW's, but there 

was always the problem of "transport" claimed by the Germans with railways 

bombed out, troop priorities, roadways bombed out and other wartime conditions. 

When we received parcels it was for a fractional part ranging from 1/8 to a very 

rare full parcel. The cigarettes and "D" chocolate bars along with soap became the 

main mediums of exchange among the POW's (as well as the German guards who 

would provide some needed items e.g. batteries for the secret radio etc.” 

These clandestine photos show the 

staples in the German ration for 

one man, one week. Missing is the 

meat which sometimes went into 

the once-a-day soup issue. It was 

usually the carcass or head of an 

old ox or horse from which all the 

useful meat had been gleaned.  

 

 

 

 



       

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red Cross food parcels came in large, water-resistant 

cardboard shipping boxes containing four parcels 

each.  Each parcel, as a supplement to German 

rations, would safely keep a POW going for one 

week, 1800 calories per day.  

 

 

 



            

                    

           

      

        

 



 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

 

The International Young Men's Christian Association (Y.M.C.A.). with headquarters in 

Geneva, Switzerland, undertook to preserve the quality of life for thousands of prisoners 

of war on both sides in World War II. The International Red Cross provided food, 

clothing, and medicines, while the Y.M.C.A. provided library supplies (largely books), 

athletic equipment, musical instruments, and chaplains' supplies. Both were major efforts 

In PoW camps, captured officers were paid an equivalent of 

their pay in "lagergeld" [prison money] or internal camp 

currency, and could buy items such as musical instruments and 

what few everyday goods which were available.  Captured NCOs 

did not receive any such allowance, but the officers regularly 

pooled lagergeld from their own pay, and transferred these to 

the NCOs' compound.  It was strictly forbidden to be in 

possession of real German currency, a vital escape aid. At Luft 

III, all lagergeld was pooled for communal purchases of what 

items were made available by the German administration. 

An internal official method of collective bargaining and 

bartering called "Foodacco" was set up, allowing PoWs to market 

any surplus food or desirable item, for "points" which could be 

"spent" on other items, amongst themselves.  Great trouble was 

taken in food preparation, with special occasions such as a 

birthday or Christmas requiring months of hoarding.  PoWs 

usually banded together in groups of 8 men for cooking and 

messing purposes, and such groups usually became very close-

knit. 

 

 



and contributed immensely to the well-being of POWs. Volunteers from neutral countries, 

such as Switzerland and Sweden, with great dedication and at considerable personal risk, 

served Allied camps in Germany throughout the war. 

Swedish lawyer Henry Söderberg, as the representative of 

the International Y.M.C.A., was responsible for the region 

of Germany in which Stalag Luft III was located. He visited 

the camp regularly and went to great efforts to procure 

and deliver items requested by the various compounds. As a 

result, each compound had a band and orchestra, a well-

equipped library, and sports equipment to meet the 

different British and American national tastes. Chaplains 

also had the necessary religious items to enable them to 

hold regular services. In addition, many men were able to 

advance, and in a few cases, complete their formal 

education.   

Söderberg remained in touch with many of his American friends by coming from Sweden to 

attend their reunions until his death in 1998. He kindly donated his rich collection of 

official reports, photograph albums, letters, and other materials documenting his work on 

behalf of the prisoners of many nations to the U.S. Air Force Academy Library. It is 

available to scholars, other researchers, and cadets alike.  

Also, the homogenous nationality. There was a very strong feeling of true and good 

Americanism. There was a will to overcome the difficulties and to survive. It was always 

there together with the ingenuity of the men. There was also a high degree of 

comradeship and of friendship between the prisoners, even if crowded conditions and the 

monotonous life sometimes created strains in personal relationships.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Among the records are some from Henry 

Soderberg, the Swedish national and neutral 

observer of Allied POW camps in Nazi 

Germany for the international YMCA. He is 

shown here with the senior American 

officer of South Camp, Col Charles 

Goodrich, and interrogating a prisoner. Mr 

Soderberg’s observation of the American 

performance: “I saw many camps while in 

Germany during the war and one of the very 

best camps was Stalag Luft III. There was 

[sic] various reasons for this. I think it was 

in the first place, the leadership.  

 

 

 

 



                    

 

   

 

  

 

The Luft Bansters of South 

Camp under the gifted direction 

of Al Diamond and Kriegie Dusty 

Runner. All instruments were 

provided by the Y.M.C.A. 

This pseudo radio station 

operated with a public address 

system, furnished by the 

International Y.M.C.A. Programs 

included talk shows, skits, news, 

music, and fantasies imitating 

typical home shows. Shows were 

heavily monitored by the 

Germans.  

 



  

 

              

 

 

This series of four photos shows the development 

and use of the South Camp theater. This structure 

seating 600 Kriegies was built from the ground up 

and furnished by the prisoners. Top photo shows 

stage construction. Next photo shows finished 

theater. Seats (third photo) were constructed 

from the wooden Red Cross parcel boxes. Bottom 

photo shows the all male cast of a typical 

performance with costumes rented from Berlin by 

the Germans.  

 



The YMCA took great care in keeping the families back home informed about conditions in 

the prisoner of war camps.  In December of 1944 they publish the first of five volumes of 

“War Prisoner Aid News” from their offices in New York City. 

 

           



 



 





Back at the camp, the South Camp tri-weekly newspaper inspired by Olie Chiesl, Roy 

Deadman, and L.J. Hawley, The Circuit, was issued faithfully until Stalag Luft III was 

evacuated in late January 1945. The paper covered all the news and activities of the camp 

that were approved by the German censors.  

Under the watchful eyes of the German censors, camp newspapers written by the Kriegies 

flourished in Stalag Luft III. The issues were frequently illustrated with colorful cartons 

that reflected camp life. It is remarkable that a number of issues were carried on the 

forced march to Stalag VIIA and survived the war.  

               

   



  

  

Considering the atrocities of the holocaust and the horrendous treatment of POWs by the 

Japanese Army on the Pacific front, Stalag Luft III was a prison but for the most part 

civil.  The leaders of the captured airmen and the men themselves worked hard to keep up 

their morale while hanging in there counting the days until the end of the war.  Sadly for 

some, Stalag Luft III was their last stop.  When they left this world their comrades did 

their best to bury them with dignity -  

The burial of a prisoner of war has traditionally warranted full military honors. Burial 

services were performed by POW chaplains with a representative group of prisoners and 

German officers and men for the rifle salute. The casket and the deceased's national flag 

were supplied by the Germans. At Stalag Luft III, a small cemetery served all 6 

compounds. By January 1945, it contained about a dozen plots plus an impressive stone 

memorial to the 50 British officers who were shot after the Great Escape in March 1944. 

Other than these 50, only about five others were shot by the Germans at Stalag Luft III. 

The cemetery is still there and is maintained nicely by the Polish people. The Russians who 

"Clipped Wings" made in camp 

by Kriegie Jack Jernigan. 



were incarcerated in a nearby camp and who died in large numbers from neglect were 

buried without ceremony in mass graves in the woods south of the camp. After Heinrich 

Himmler took over the POW responsibility, and on orders from Hitler, prisoners ceased to 

be accorded full military honors.  

Naturally, some prisoners were buried at the site of their crashed aircraft. Others died in 

hospitals all over Germany. After the war, the remains of most were found by burial 

commissions and moved to large national cemeteries that still remain in Germany, France, 

and Italy, or were brought home for burial at the request of next of kin.   

 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

The living carried on … but as the Third Reich began to collapse, so did the civility in the 

camps. 

 

 

 


